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It Starts with Attraction (PIES University) “Unqualified”

Rebels for Joy - Bonnie Kelly “Momentum vs. Motivation”

Primal Potential - Elizabeth Benton

...and more than 225 episodes of On Air with Ella

Your Kick Ass Life - Andrea Owen

Beauty Inside & Out - Kimberly Snyder

Wellness Force - Josh Trent "Overcoming Imposter Complex" 

Beyond the Food - Stephanie Dodier

UNQUALIFIED: How to succeed & lead when you're not ready

MOTIVATION: The Myth of Motivation - it's not what you think

START WHERE YOU ARE: Defeating imposter complex,

perfectionism & other lies that keep us playing small

OPTIMIZE: Goal setting & habit formation to get more of what you

want & less of what you don't 

WOMEN: what nobody will tell you about succeeding in business

ella lucas-averett

as 
featured on...

SLIGHTLY CHEEKY + BIG ENERGY + HIGH IMPACT 

WWW .ONAIRELLA .COM

ELLA@ONAIRELLA .COM

Ella is a professional speaker & host of the On Air with Ella podcast

since 2015. Offline, she is Managing Partner of a successful strategic

consulting firm she co-founded in 2003, a founding member of

Chief, Washington DC, and a part-time triathlete. 

Ella creates events and podcasts for people who want more

out of life - now. There's no magic pill that's going to produce

the confidence, motivation, mindset, lifestyle or relationships

that we want. It's 100% up to us. But, can't we do it together

and have some fun along the way? Ella says YES!, bringing

wisdom and energy to your audience for maximum impact

and lasting change.

 sample speaking topics 

ON  A I R  WI TH  E L LA

SPEAKER  PROF I L E

https://piesuniversity.com/unqualified-what-to-do-when-you-dont-feel-good-enough-with-ella-lucas-avereett/
https://piesuniversity.com/unqualified-what-to-do-when-you-dont-feel-good-enough-with-ella-lucas-avereett/
https://rebelsforjoy.com/episode-38-momentum-vs-motivation/
https://primalpotential.com/300-extended-fasting/
http://www.onairella.com/
https://yourkickasslife.com/podcast/179/
https://yourkickasslife.com/podcast/179/
https://mysolluna.com/blog/2016/01/18/on-air-with-ella-tips-to-boost-your-mood-bio-podcast-ep-25/
https://mysolluna.com/blog/2016/01/18/on-air-with-ella-tips-to-boost-your-mood-bio-podcast-ep-25/
https://wellnessforce.com/impostor-syndrome/
https://www.onairella.com/blog


Connect with Ella:
 

On Air with Ella
ONA I RE L LA .COM

Who Am I? I am a professional speaker, a business owner

and host of the On Air with Ella podcast. I am an MBA-

trained consultant, entrepreneur, part-time triathlete, and

caffeine lover. I want to live better every day, and I help

others do the same through my global platform.

L I V E  BE T T ER  | |  S TAR T  NOW

The On Air with Ella podcast is a weekly interview show

with global reach. Key themes include Wellness, Mindset

& Personal Growth. The vibe is casual, informative and fun.

about 
Ella

2.1 MILLION GLOBAL DOWNLOADS & COUNTING

WWW .ONAIRELLA .COM

ELLA@ONAIRELLA .COM

T H E  P O D C A S T

The On Air with Ella audience is primarily

professional, passionate, actively engaged

women who are looking for simple,

applicable tips for getting more of what

they want, and less of what they don't. 

Web: onairella.com     

Social: @onairwithella  

Email: ella@onairella.com
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